Engage your parents with their children’s learning

oxfordowl.co.uk/home

Oxford Owl for Home provides free key information about the primary school curriculum and how parents can support their child at home.

Top tips and fun ideas to help your parents support their children at home.

Information on the curriculum and what their child will be learning at school, including how to say the phonics sounds and how to help with maths!

More helpful advice and guidance on books to read with their children.

Oxford Owl for Home

Learning to read with phonics >

Oxford Owl is packed with expert advice, top tips and activity ideas so you can help your child with reading and maths.

Fun activity ideas
Playing games is a fun and easy way to support learning at home.
Fun activity ideas for ages 3–11 >

Subject guides
Find out what your child will learn, and how they’re taught, at primary school.
Primary school subject guides >

Reluctant readers
Advice from our blog on helping reluctant readers get excited about books.
5 ways to encourage reluctant readers >

Find out more at oxfordowl.co.uk/home
Unlock the curriculum for your parents

Gives parents answers to their most frequently asked questions – saving you time!

Top jargon busts provide the answers to parents’ most common questions.

Parents can find out how children are taught in school, and how they can support their child.

From the classroom to the kitchen table – help your parents develop their child’s learning at home.

There are lots of downloadable activity sheets from learning to tell the time to colouring in fun!

Makes homework fun with everyday learning ideas, from cooking with kids to car journey games.

"These are fantastic videos – all different aspects of literacy and some maths too." LAWN PRIMARY SCHOOL

Helpful videos clearly and concisely tackle some common tricky homework tasks.

Three simple next steps

1. Share the oxfordowl.co.uk/home link with new parents in your email newsletters
2. Download our information letter to share with parents at oxfordowl.co.uk/parent-letter
3. Don’t forget to share our Guide to Starting School oxfordowl.co.uk/starting-school

All the advice and activities on Oxford Owl for Home are curriculum linked and designed to be consistent with what’s being taught at school – and how it’s being taught!

Teacher Training & Professional Development

Expand your teaching toolkit with the Oxford Teaching Guides: an exciting new series of practical guides, written by teachers for teachers.

New editions of much-loved teacher favourites & new thinking by leading educationalists

Essential Teaching Skills, 5th Edition
Chris Kyriacou
“A highly readable, comprehensive survey of a range of teaching skills, very useful for both new teachers and the more experienced.”
Steven Ringworth, History PGCE Course Leader at Edge Hill University

Now fully updated, this classic introduction reflects important changes in policy, teaching skills, and classroom practice, including evidence-based teaching, assessment, and effective mentoring and professional development.

978 0 19 842330 0 | PB | £24.99

Three simple next steps

1. Share the oxfordowl.co.uk/home link with new parents in your email newsletters
2. Don’t forget to share our Guide to Starting School oxfordowl.co.uk/starting-school
3. All the advice and activities on Oxford Owl for Home are curriculum linked and designed to be consistent with what’s being taught at school – and how it’s being taught!

Browse our full list of titles at:
www.oxfordprimary.co.uk/teaching
School Improvement Pathways subscription provides the structure, the research and the resources to drive improvement forward in your school - in an easy-to-use online system.

An easy-to-use online system
Access over 20 Pathways, covering whole-school, maths and literacy issues, including Parental Engagement, Mastering Mathematics, and Improving Phonics.

Instant access to the latest research
All Pathways include a ‘Background and Research’ section where you can find answers to key questions and overviews of latest research.

Adaptable tools to save you time
Editable tools, templates, exemplars and expert guidance support you every step of the way, with tools to track and report impact.

Share with your whole school
Resources are regularly updated in line with the latest research, including a growing library of over 300 school and expert Professional Development videos, which can be accessed by all staff.

Assessing Primary Writing. No More Marking’s digital subscription service, uses a Comparative Judgement approach to assess writing from Year 1 to Year 6. Proven to improve reliability and reduce teacher workload, Comparative Judgement can revolutionise writing assessment in your school.

- Reduce marking time – assess a whole year group in less than half an hour
- Increase accuracy – comparisons are more precise than traditional marking
- Benchmark performance – results are standardised against pupils from across the country
- Get meaningful results – holistic judgements help gain a shared understanding of what ‘good writing’ looks like

Assessing Primary Writing includes a writing age for every pupil - allowing you to spot quickly where interventions or more challenge might be needed.

We have been part of Assessing Primary Writing this year and it’s been a real chance to look at assessment from a different angle. The results have been a decrease in workload, greater staff discussion around writing and greater consistency of progress measures.

WILLIAM SHARPE, DEPUTY HEAD, THE QUINTA PRIMARY SCHOOL

Oxford University Press and No More Marking working in partnership
Oxford are delighted to be working in partnership with No More Marking to support schools in understanding how the Comparative Judgement approach can make a real difference to writing assessment across the key stages.

Find out more
Book an appointment with your local Oxford Assessment Consultant at oxford.ly/NMM or visit www.nomoremarking.com

Find out more: www.oxfordprimary.co.uk
Further curriculum support

Nurturing enquiring minds

Children are naturally curious, so our six level courses are based on nurturing young minds; helping your students learn how to learn, by asking the right questions.

Evaluate online at: www.oxfordprimary.com/evaluate or ask your Educational Consultant

Educational Consultants

Local support for you

Your local educational consultant is available to support you and your school with the issues you need to address. To arrange an appointment either contact your local consultant directly, or call Customer Services on (01536) 452610.
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At the heart of successful learning is asking the right questions.

Discuss and Report

The enquiry-based learning cycle

Investigate

Evaluate and Reflect

At the enquiry-based learning cycle

Record

Interpret

Get your students thinking like scientists

Inspire your students to discover the world around them

Inspire students’ curiosity about the past

Equipment needs for the digital world

Matched to the national curriculum for Science

Matched to the national curriculum for History

Matched to the national curriculum for Computing

Order Hotline: +44(0)1536 452610
Your service from Oxford

Customer Services team ready to help

Order or evaluate

Our phones are answered by real people, from 8.30am to 5.00pm, Monday to Friday.

01536 452620
Orders: schools.orders.ouk@oup.com
Queries: schools.enquiries.ouk@oup.com

A personal educational consultant to support and advise

Your expert local consultant will guide you through your resourcing decisions, arm you with our free support, and ensure you’re up to date with our offers.

See page 190-1 for contact details

Subscription training and support

Our support is part of our subscription service, and includes access to a range of training at any point during your subscription.

01536 452960
owlsupport@oup.com
support@oxfordreadingbuddy.com
support@kerboodle.com
mail@mymaths.co.uk

School group partnership service

Our bespoke service supports you in adding value to teaching and learning whilst saving cost across your schools.

01536 452775
partnerships@oup.com

Educational Research Forum

Join our panel of teachers and influencers to make sure we give you the resources you need.

www.educationalresearchforum.com

Professional development and a range of free events

Includes CPD programmes, INSET and consultancy, free expert workshops, and model or advocate school sessions where you can see resources in action.

www.oxfordsecondary.co.uk/consultant

Oxford Impact

Making it easy for you to select the resources that make the greatest impact

The Oxford Impact Framework is a systematic approach to evaluating the impact of our products and services. It was developed through a unique collaboration with the National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER) and is supported by Oxford University Department of Education.

www.oup.com/oxfordimpact